Spring Hill Library Recommended
Encyclopedias and Databases

All Passwords and User ID's are available on your
FCPS 24-7 Learning site or from your teacher or librarian.

Databases

**Grolier Online Encyclopedia:** Six online encyclopedic databases for students of all levels, including: The New Book of Knowledge, The Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia, The Encyclopedia Americana, Popular Science Online, Nueva Enciclopedia Cumbre en linea, America the Beautiful, Dictionaries, Thesauruses, and an Atlas. For home use, you will need a user ID and password which you can get from a Spring Hill teacher or the librarian.

**World Book Online** One of the finest children's encyclopedias!

**ProQuest/Sirs Online:** Online database for elementary students. Contains books, magazines, newspapers, transcripts, audio/video clips, and pictures. On ProQuest Products choose: Fairfax Co Public School District: eLibrary Elementary for SIRS Online choose: *SIRS Discoverer on the Web* for elementary students

**American Memory Project Library of Congress:** This site takes students to original primary sources using five interactive search methods. Students can hear actual speeches and see clips from American History. A great way to find Primary Sources for history projects or just for fun.

**Gale Group databases:** Eleven databases for users of all ages with information on just about anything you want to know. For elementary research scroll down on the collections page until you find the *Kid’s Edition -K12* or the *Kids Edition 2001-2004* or for Grades K-5 try *Kids InfoBits*

**EBESCO** Click on Searchasaurus for a very kid-friendly search tool. Try *Novelist* using a favorite title to find similar books.

**ABC-Clio Online World Geography, World History, American History and Government**

**Kid-Safe Search Engines**

Ask for Kids
KidsClick (contains good photo sources)
Yahoo Kids
OneKey

*This page contains links to one or more web pages that are outside the FCPS network. FCPS does not control the content or relevancy of these pages.*